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THE VERY BEST of Everything after 50 provides top-dollar advice within an affordable format.
When Barbara Grufferman switched fifty, she wanted to understand how to be&#151; Diane
Von Furstenberg on the right fashion options&#149; She went searching for a &#147;a vibrant
woman after the half-century mark.What to Expect” reserve, but couldn' Frederic Fekkai on
haircare&#149;s leading doctors, personal trainers, hair stylists, style gurus, and financial
planners including:&#149; Therefore she consulted New York Town'and stay&#151; Julie
Morgenstern on arranging your lifeBarbara used their programs and prescriptions, and got lifechanging results&#151; Jane Bryant Quinn on financial worries&#149; Patricia Wexler on the
very best skin care regimen&#149;t find a single. Dr. Laura Geller and Carmindy on makeup
ideas&#149;and now she shares her experiences. With a handy format and &#147;checklist”
style, THE VERY BEST of Everything after 50 makes high-priced advice accessible to any woman
thinking about getting answers to the problems that concern her most.
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A bit dated. This book was disappointing.! I found so many useful suggestions in this
information, despite surviving in another country (Australia). On my way to being and having
the best of everything after 50 I actually am a nurse, over 50 with a very busy existence. My
last daughter recently graduated and secured employment and suddenly , I woke up and
looked at myself in the mirror. Suddenly, I have time to check out ME and realized there has
been areas of my life that have become a "quick routine". Recommend.. I simply finished the
book and now I'm going back and will chisel at the areas in my own life that I am hoping will
help me to be "the best of everything after 50". Good book It was great, I was expecting more
fashion advice, but if you want a well-rounded map to the after 50 years, that one is for you!..
Simply thumbing through the book was enough for me. Each chapter summarizes this content
which makes it easy to refer back to tips. Interesting ideas by outstanding author. I have
placed the reserve as a reference on my table in my own room and every week I am focusing
on a particular subject. The information was what you would expect from magazine articles
-nothing more. This book is a recap everything we have already read in a woman's magazine
including product promotion. My curly hair I've fought all my entire life, my weight, time for
exercise, my clothing--much will be the same things I've worn again and again. I found this
book a uncommon treat. It really is now or never. good information, great product reviews I
liked just how Barbara presented her info. Not long ago i got a copy of How Not to Look Old
but I believe I gleaned much more information that I possibly could actually use from this book.
Great book Sure signal of a riveting book is when you want to read more however the book is
finished. I go to the author's webpage regularly for more product critiques - I must say i feel the
reviews she offers are spot on for us seniors and it has preserved me some money by checking
to see what products in a specific category she recommends first! As somebody who just hit 50,
I needed something more substantial. She's a straightforward and practical approach and I
really like the "over 50" professionals she generally consults. Thank you.Ruth Rosamond There
AREN'T Enough Books Like This for all of us Ladies Over 50! We certainly would recommend this
reserve. Fun, relevant and I loved all the personal info which managed to get so easy to
activate with this reserve. I purchased the book for style, make-up, health, diet/exercise, but it
does consist of some very helpful chapters on finances and examining your daily life. As an
over 50 woman would you not consider myself on some sort of "decline" with respect to career,
money, sex, style, etc. Three Stars Get in form, stay in shape. Five Stars Arrived early - good
condition. I recommend this publication to those over 50 and the ones approaching the best
years of their lives! Barbara is the best An excellent resource book for women over 50 with lots
of wonderful advice. I would highly recommend. This was a total waste of money and I missed
the return window by one day. This publication woke me up and sparked me into changing
little by little. Health, wealth, cosmetics and advice on fashion. I was hoping for more Save your
money!! Nothing new. This had to have been self-released as I can't believe a reliable publisher
could have wanted any component of it.This book is well written with great health information,
beauty information and is quite well referenced.
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